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The third day proceeds «garbage war» between Vinnytsya and Lviv. 

5 October the habitants of Pogrebischenskogo of district of Vinnitsa blocked six trucks with Lviv garbage declare that 

will not release them, while the Lviv utilits will not clean that their trucks already had time to pour out. 

Machines near a municipal dump block near fifty man. There is a relation loyal to the drivers, they are fed up and 

provide with water. 

«People already the third twenty-four hours does not produce six cars with garbage that 

it was knocked up us from Lviv. Yesterday a question decided as though, and that 

garbage, that time was had to throw out, began to load in tracks KAMAZ of firm-ferryman. 

But the representative of company did not settle up with people (by drivers — tonics. 

РВ), and garbage was again whipped« off, — told in Pogrebischenskogo city council. 

A situation reached an impasse. «That in machines, began to rot, flow from machines. People are afraid that all will 

remain so, therefore and block machines», — the worker of city council added. 

On Octobers, 3, on territory of area at night 12 wagons arrived and began to pour out Lviv garbage on a 
dump, belonging Pogrebischiskogo to the town council. 

On Tuesday evening peasants even recovered a motorway as a token of objecting against the folded situation. 

Lviv is «tourist pearl of Ukraine» — a long ago already does not get along at garbage, and habitants became the 

hostages of hostility between the mayor of city by Andrey Garden and by a president by Peter Порошенко, that did 

not even try to hide the political hidden motive of «garbage collapse». 

We will remind, on May, 30 on the overcrowded Грибовичской dump under Lviv during extinguishing of 
days-long fire the collapse of garbage happened and rescuers perished. 
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Later, in reply to the open request of the Lviv governor of a town about a help, the president of country found nothing 

better, how to answer: it is «necessary to take garbage away, but not do a large policy» on him. 

Lviv succeeded to attain acceding to municipal authorities of Kyiv, but also here in July a fire began on a dump, 

accepting garbage from western Ukraine. In Mykolaiv, Dnipropetrovsk (Dnepr) and Zaporizhzhya refused to accept 

garbage from Lviv. 

In closing dates, as wrote on the page in the соцсети deputy of the Lviv city council Igor Зинкевич, despairing Lviv, 
burn garbage literally on streets, and a yesterday's flood after strong thundershowers added to the 
западноукраинскому city of colour — garbage swam on the streets of Lviv. 
 


